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Free Book Anyone?
We will give a book away for the best question asked

1. Giving Birth...to an Idea
How do you birth a new idea?

2. Idea Follow Through
How do you decide which idea you are going to follow up on (from amongst many good ideas)?

3. What’s the Purpose
Why I want to write this piece? For tenure review? For sharing the message widely? As a vehicle to work together with certain colleagues? As an opportunity to build new collaborations?
4. Graduate Student Considerations
How can publishing different pieces of work help graduate students to move ahead in their programs? (Consider the 3-paper/research study dissertations, other alternate formats)

5. Graduate Student Recommendations
What suggestions do you have to enable graduate students to be highly productive? How to convert class papers, conference presentations, and article ideas into accepted manuscripts?

6. Time to Jump?
When or how do you decide to jump? What factors do you weigh? How important is "timeliness" to the development and publication of an article, book chapter, etc. Must we write about the "next best idea" or do we have more professional control of what we want to write about?

7. Rejection and Resilience
How do you deal with rejection, disappointments, and failures?

8. Just Say No
How do you respond “no” to book chapter, special issue invitations, etc. in a polite and collegial way? (When in doubt, explain your rationale.)

9. Predators, Scams, and Other People’s Projects
What are predatory journals and outlets? How do you know and how do you respond?
10. Celebrations and Parties

How do you celebrate? Do you have any stories or pictures of celebrating writing success, acceptance, or publication?
10. Celebrations and Parties
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